Viscoelastic modelling of impacted morsellised bone accurately describes unloading behaviour: an experimental study of stiffness moduli and recoil properties.
Morsellised bone impaction grafting is commonly used for revision arthroplasty surgery. Several reports have described the mechanical behaviour of this bone material during impaction and loading. In this study we observed the unloading progress. The loose morsellised bone was modified by particle size, particle size distribution, water and fat content. Bone pellets were constructed using different impaction energies. After impaction, the pellets were loaded statically, after which their swelling was recorded at three unloading levels. We deduced two time-dependent recoil properties, the time resistant number (TRN) and the half total swelling time (HTST), and also one stiffness property, the unloading confined modulus of elasticity (UCME). In impacted morsellised bone, the progress of swelling is visco-elastic. Bone pellets with an even distribution of particle sizes have the most rapid recoil. Those with a high liquid content recoil more slowly, and to a significantly greater extent, than pellets with low liquid content. The recoil of pellets with low liquid content is instantaneous, i.e. unrecordable, and the displacement is significantly less than in other pellet samples.